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8 Rules of Writing Historical Fiction Research
By: Guest Column | September 22, 2015

After researching and writing my novel Orphan #8—which was published by William Morrow in
2015 and is the August Target Club Pick and an Indie Next Great Read—I put together this list of
eight rules for historical fiction research. For each I’ll give you an example of how I applied that
rule of research to writing my novel.

This guest post is by Kim van
Alkemade. Van Alkemade is the
author of the historical fiction
novel Orphan #8 (William
Morrow). Her creative nonfiction
essays have appeared in literary
journals including Alaska
Quarterly Review, CutBank, and
So To Speak. Born in New York,
NY, she earned a BA in English
and History from the University
of Wisconsin-Parkside and an MA
and PhD in English from the
University of WisconsinMilwaukee. She is a Professor in the English Department at Shippensburg University of
Pennsylvania where she teaches writing. She lives in Carlisle, Pennsylvania. Connect with Van
Alkemade on Facebook/KimvanAlkemade, Twitter @KimvanAlkemade, Instagram kimvanalkemade
and KimvanAlkemade.com.

1. Take bad notes.
In 2007, I took some brief notes about a woman doctor who X-rayed eight children at a Jewish
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orphanage. I didn’t even write down her name. Yet these bad notes inspired me to write my first
historical novel, Orphan #8. Only after the novel was finished, sold, and rewritten did I go back to
this archive to consult the source of my notes. There, I learned the real name of this doctor, Elsie
Fox, and with a little more research I learned she had been born in Austria, educated at Cornell,
conducted X-ray research at the Home for Hebrew Infants, and founded a school for radiology in
the Bronx. The character I created from my bad notes is named Mildred Solomon. She was born in
the United States, went to medical school in New York, conducted X-ray research at the fictional
Hebrew Infant Home, and went on to have a career in radiology at a hospital. The parallels are
spooky, but I’m glad my bad notes allowed my imagination free rein to create a character who is
entirely my own.

2. Use archives.
You don’t have to be an academic or a librarian to use archival materials. Archives are maintained
for the purpose of preserving and sharing documents. Find an archive that relates to your period
and subject. I did most of my archival research at the Center for Jewish History in New York where
the American Jewish Historical Society has the archives of the Hebrew Orphan Asylum. I found
amazing information at the New York Academy of Medicine Library, and they later invited me to
write a blog post about my research for the novel. But I’ve also used both paper and digital
collections at the New York Pubic Library and materials from the Lesbian Herstory Archives in
Brooklyn. When you use archival materials, look for quirky details and be open to inspiration.
[Understanding Book Contracts: Learn what’s negotiable and what’s not.]

3. Study old pictures.
Evocative historical writing is made up of more than facts and figures. By examining old pictures—
either paintings or photographs—you can glean impressions that inspire your imagination and
details that populate your descriptions. Many digital archives are now coming online, making this
aspect of historical research easier than every before. I relied on the New York Public Library’s Old
New York collection, where you can see a photograph of the Hebrew Orphan Asylum. I also used
the Beck Archives Photograph Collection at the University of Denver, where I saw a photograph
that informed my description of heliotherapy (a real treatment for tuberculosis) and inspired my
fictional Hospital for Consumptive Hebrews. The photograph below of a dormitory at the Hebrew
Orphan Asylum was crucial for the setting of several important scenes in the novel.

4. Go on location.
http://www.writersdigest.com/onlineeditor/8rulesofwritinghistoricalfictionresearch
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Sometimes you have to go away from your desk and out of your house to get first-hand
experience of your setting. I made two trips to Colorado while researching Orphan #8 and the
descriptions based on those visits are more sensory than anything I could have gotten from a
book or photograph. Your artistic impression of a place is crucial to creating an historical world
that rings true for you as a writer. Landscapes may be the same as they were centuries ago; some
city neighborhoods haven’t changed in a hundred years; ancient ruins can still be inspiring. If
possible, talk to people while you are on location; their memories and impressions can yield
invaluable details. I learned so much from Hy Bogan, who I interviewed at the location of the
Hebrew Orphan Asylum.
[Want to know the standard word counts for different genres?
Here’s the definitive post on word counts.]

5. Read old books.
It’s fine to read history books about a time and place, but it is really important to read materials
from the period you are writing about if at all possible. You’ll get a sense of attitude and language
that might inform a gesture or turn of phrase. Because I write about the early twentieth century,
I’m able to buy many original books, like the ones pictures below, at affordable prices from
abebooks.com. I really like owning some of the books my characters might have read, such as the
nursing manual from 1920 that Rachel Rabinowitz is given as a gift in the novel.

6. Visit museums.
You never know where your inspiration will come from. Museum exhibits can suggest settings and
details that can enrich your historical fiction. I was in the early planning stages of Orphan #8
when I visited the American Folk Art Museum in New York and saw an exhibit about Jewish temple
carvers who ended up crafting carousel horses after immigrating from Eastern Europe. I went out
to Coney Island to scout the location and ended up in the Coney Island Museum where I learned
about the Coney Island Amateur Psychoanalytic Society (you can’t make this stuff up.) These
museum exhibits inspired scenes, locations, descriptions—even characters—in my novel. Find
museums or exhibits that relate to your historical period and look for inspiration.
[5 Important Tips on How to Pitch a Literary Agent In Person]

7. Use the Internet.
It’s important not to get so caught up in the research that you waste away your writing time, so
often a quick check of the internet answers a question and gets me back to writing. There’s some
controversy about whether or not the Wikimedia Foundation needs your donations, but be honest:
writing historical fiction without Wikipedia would be a much more time consuming task. Where
Magic Markers available in 1954? When was a cure for syphilis discovered? What is the incubation
period of polio virus? What subway lines were built in Manhattan by 1920? These are some of the
hundreds of little facts I checked online as I wrote Orphan #8.

8. Stop researching, start writing.
Research is absolutely essential to complex and convincing historical fiction, but it can be a
seductive distraction to writing. Stop yourself when you have enough and get back to your real
job. Once you’ve done the research, it should feel more like you are remembering things you’ve
experienced than relating information you uncovered. The reader wants to be immersed in an
experience, not taught a history lesson (if that’s what a reader wants, there are many excellent
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nonfiction history books to choose from). If a reader chooses fiction, that reader is choosing story
over fact, character over information, plot over events. If you are choosing to write historical
fiction over nonfiction history, make the most of your genre and let the research you’ve done
infuse the story with a realistic sense of place and time.

90 Days to Your Novel is an inspiring writing
manual that will be your push, your deadline, and your
spark to finally, in three short months, complete that first
draft of your novel. Order it now in our shop for a discount.

Thanks for visiting The Writer’s Dig blog. For more great writing advice, click here.

Brian A. Klems is the editor of this blog, online editor of Writer’s
Digest and author of the popular gift book Oh Boy, You’re Having a
Girl: A Dad’s Survival Guide to Raising Daughters.
Follow Brian on Twitter: @BrianKlems
Sign up for Brian’s free Writer’s Digest eNewsletter: WD Newsletter
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7 thoughts on “8 Rules of Writing Historical Fiction Research”
jeanne42
September 23, 2015 at 3:13 pm

The tips in this article are spot-on. I thoroughly enjoy researching my historical fiction novels.
I’ve also found reading magazines and newspapers from the era very helpful, even the
advertisements and want ads. They show the cultural norms of the time in a fascinating way. I
bought a 1938 Sears-Roebuck catalog for research, and just flipping through that allowed me
to immerse myself in the era. When I added music and movies made then, I gained a better
understanding of the way people thought and lived then.

JohnA
September 23, 2015 at 1:47 am

Not to be pedantic, but we are talking writing, hence grammar and spelling. It is free rein, not
free reign..

TMB
September 23, 2015 at 10:28 am

It astonishes me how often I see spelling and grammar errors in writing advice. I can
understand someone not knowing that the phrase “free rein” relates to horses, but
“Where Magic Markers available in 1954?”

gotmikl
September 23, 2015 at 1:11 pm

Why do you say “Not to be pedantic” and then proceed to be pedantic. It’s like saying “With all
due respect, Sir, you are an asshole.”
No one ever inspired anyone by failing to make a typo.

Tam Francis
September 22, 2015 at 6:37 pm

Wonderful advice. I’ve used pictures a lot in my writing and the internet has been invaluable. I
never thought of “taking bad notes,” but I can see the value to not get stuck or caught in the
real.

CaliforniaNative
September 22, 2015 at 6:32 pm

Thank you, Brian and Kim. I’ve been doing all the things in your article for years – really, years.
That must mean that I’m ready to write! I’m saving your piece to remind me!

jannertfol
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September 22, 2015 at 5:55 pm

I agree with all of the tips in this article. It’s great if your chosen period has photos, but even if
you’re writing a period before the days of photos, there are, as she suggests, paintings. While
you can’t take paintings at face value, there will be something of the period in them. And if you
can visit the location, so much the better. Even certain aspects of light can be very localspecific, as are climate, seasonal changes. You also get a good feel for how long it takes to get
from A to B and other aspects of the place that might not jump out at you from photos.
Her best advice, though, is to allow your research to infuse your story. Your story should never
end up being a history lesson, but rather a window into history.
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